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SG-75A/B Synthesized ISB High Frequency Exciter 

Gates SG-75 frequency synthesized independent sideband 

exciter features total solid state design plus extensive use of 
integrated circuits. It provides a power output of 100 milli- 

watts over the 2 to 30 MHz range, and has six separate op- 
emting modes. Direct digital frequency adiustments on the 

front panel permit selection of 280,000 frequencies in 100 
Hz increments. 

A self-contained wideband freouencv shift kever nrovides a 
full carrier shifted in frequency’ &460 to 425’ Hz’about the 

center frequency. This eliminates the need for cm external 

keyer or tone oscillator and wovides the advantages of direct 
reading of center frequency. 

Automatic gain control is used to control the inputs to bal- 

anced modulator stages. Controlled carrier level is provided 

in the lower, upper and independent sideband modes. This 

carrier level control is automatically turned off in the FSK 

mode. Carrier level control is on the front panel along with 

all normal operating controls. The FSK inputs allow polar, 

neutral and dry contact keying. 

The “B” version of the SG-75 provides selectable carrier in- 

sertion compatible with CCIR recommendations. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
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SG-70 ISB High Frequency Exciter 

Gates Model SG-70 ISB exciter is equipped to transmit single 
sideband, independent sideband, compatible AM, CW, MCW, 

or FSK with adopter. Provisions ore incorporated for carrier 

suppression from -50 dB to 0 dB. A versatile and compact 
unit designed for occurote and rapid channel change and 

tune-up, the SG-70 has o self-contained silicon rectifier power 
supply, and requires only 8% inches in a standard 19-inch 

rock for mounting. 

The input circuits of the SG-70 include two independent 600 
ohm balanced or unbalanced input chonnelr and one high 

impedance microphone channel. The 600 ohm channels will 
operate the exciter +o full power with a minimum input audio 

level of -12 dB. 
Mode selector switches ore provided to switch all inputs to 
either upper ridebond or lower sideband operation. 

For the occurate ond rapid tuning changes required in HF 
communications, Gates has designed the SG-70 sidebond 
generotor to provide increased utilization through simplified 

operation. Any one of ten crystal controlled chonnelr may 

be selected immediately by the turn of o knob. A second se- 
lector switch chooses one of 15 frequency bands within the 

2.32 MHz range. 
Then two final odjustmenk remain, RF tune and injection 

tune and the exciter is operational. Exceptional frequency 
stability is achieved through the ore of on oven containing 
the master solid state transistorized frequency oscillator. The 

absolute drift never exceeds 8 Hz ot any point in the spectrum. 
The solid state power supply is self-contained. The three gen- 

erotor modules-IF frequency generator, RF section, and In- 
jection generotor-ore of the plug-in type. 



10 kW Automatically Tuned ISB HF Power Amplifier 

MODEL All-10 

Designed for operation in high performonce SSB transmitting 

systems, the Gates ATL-10 linear amplifier requires only 0.1 

wan RF drive power to tune outomaticolly from 2-30 MHz in 
20 seconds or less. Power output is 10 kW peak envelope or 

avemge into on ontenno load in any mode requiring linear 
amplification in (I 16 kHz bandwidth. A reliable, simplified 

tune sequence control governs the automatic tuning circuits 
with o minimum of control information from the exciter. No 

bond information is required. Prepositioning of the tuning ele- 

ments is achieved directly from information taken from the 
input RF frequency, thus making the power amplifier suitable 

for use with any exciter capable of delivering 100 mW of 
drive power. 

A unique feature of the ATL-10 is the use of DC torque motors 

to position the tuning elements. These ore direct-drive motors 

that eliminate much of the mechanical complexity heretofore 

inherent in automaticolly tuned equipment. As DC motors are 
insensitive to power line frequency, the Gates ATL-10 ampli- 

fier may be operated from various sources without the need 

for an optional frequency inverter. 

The ATL-10 amplifier, when combined with the Gates SG-75A 

Exciter, offers full remote control capability. This optional re- 
mote control equipment is available to operate both uni+s in 
a variety of configurations. Combining the SG-75A and ATL- 

10 produces the advanced STAR-10 sideband trcmsmhter. 

RF INPUT: A single +ype 8233 tube operating Class A in the 
brood-bond input amplifier assures high gain with stability, 

while maintaining low distortion characteristics. A single +ype 

8321/4CX35OA second Class A amplifier also operates com- 
pletely broad-bond. The interstoge networks up to and in- 

cluding the input to the driver amplifier are broad-bonded 
and do not require servo tuning. 

DRIVER AMPLIFIER: A pair of 8321/4CX350A tubes ore op- 
erated Class ABI to develop satisfactory reserve drive power 
for the final amplifier grid. Efficiency of this stage is mox- 

imhed by the use of a parallel tuned matching network to 

couple into the final amplifier. Approximately 8 dB of RF 
feedback is applied to the cathode of the driver from the 

plate circuit of the final amplifier to improve the linearity of 
these stages. 

POWER AMPLIFIER: The final amplifier employs cm B171/ 

4CX10,OOOD ceramic tetrode operating Class AB, in a ground- 
ed screen configuration for maximum stability. The grid drive 
network and plate tank circuits are automatically tuned to 

resonance by DC control amplifiers and torque motors. The 
output tuning and loading network is o pi-t filter designed 

for optimum harmonic rejection and load matching obili+y. 
This circuit is capable of matching into o 3:l VSWR at o full 

rated power, with optimum loading obtained by the third DC 

motor cmd servo system. 
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10 kW Automatically Tuned ISB HF Transmitter 

MODEL STAR-10 

Totally modern in design, the STAR-10 is a complete 10 kW 

transmitter for HF communication service. It incorporates a 
synthesized exciter that generates a total of 280,000 discrete 

frequencies, spaced every 100 Hz in the Z-30 MHz bond; and 
a linear power amplifier (ATL-10) which provides a full 10 

kW on single tone, as well as 10 kW PEP. 

An optional remote control system provides selection of ten 

preset channels. A second optional system provides remote 
selection of the full 280,000 discrete frequencies available 
from the exciter. 

The STAR-10 con be retuned, and mode or power level 
changed in less than 25 seconds, from the time the remote 

control is acfuated to the time the final loads. 

All components ore solid state except LPA tubes. Integrated 
circuits ore used to control digital tuning of the synthesizer. 

Signal circuits of the exciter, plus the servo control circuit of 

the LPA, are discrete components. 

LOW DISTORTION: Third order distortion products are at 
least 40 dB below either tone of o two-tone test ot roted 

power output up to 27.5 MHz. 
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TUNING: Automatic frequency change is accomplished 
through a sequential control which is activated by a specific 

“Tune” command ond o new reference frequency. The three 
DC S~WO motors ore operated in closed loop proportional 

control servo systems to accomplish the actual adiustment. 

Tuning time is normally 20 seconds or I~ss. 

SENSORS AND DETECTORS: The change in frequency is 
sensed by o frequency discriminator which is coupled to the 

output of the second broad-band amplifier. This develops on 
onolog signal from which coarse positioning of the tuning 

and loading components is accomplished. The output of both 
the driver and the final ore sampled by phase detectors and 

compared with their input signals for a precise determination 
of resonance. This provides fine tuning adjustments for the 

plate tonk circuit of the driver and final. Final amplifier load- 
ing is controlled by sensing the voltage goin of the output 

stage. 

DC SERVO SYSTEMS: The input to the servo system is on 
operational amplifier with a feedback loop to shape the sys- 

tern response to on error signal. This method of response 
shaping reduces the system cost and complexity by replacing 

the tachometer generator with minor electrical components. 
The servo power amplifier is o direct coupled solid *tote DC 

proportional amplifier with o transistor bridge output which 
provides high efficiency and dynamic braking. 

Use of direct-drive DC torque motors provide system sta- 
bility due to the high torque to inertia ratio (Ta/Ja). Because 

the motors ore directly coupled to the shafts there is no dead 

zone caused by gear backlash. Since there are no gears in- 
volved, ond the motors turn ot a relatively slow speed, no 

slip clutch is required. 

RF INPUT: A unique light sensitive resistor and DC amplifier 
circuit in the input stage provides superior gain control while 

minimizing effects of distortion normally associated with less 
well isolated control circuits. A single type 8321/4CX350A, a 
second Class A amplifier, also operates completely broad- 

band. The interstage networks up to and including the input 
to the driver amplifier are brood-banded and therefore do 

not require servo tuning. 

DRIVER AND FINAL AMPLIFIER: A pair of 8321/4CX350A’s, 
followed by on 8171/4CX10,000D ore operated Class AB, 

in o grounded screen configuration for maximum stability. The 

grid drive network and plate tank circuits ore automatically 
tuned to resonance by DC control amplifiers ond torque mo- 
tors. The output tuning and loading network is o pi-L filter 

designed for optimum harmonic rejection ond load matching 
ability. This circuit is capable of matching into o 3:l VSWR 
at a full rated power, with optimum loading obtained by the 

third DC motor and servo system. 

RF PROTECTIVE DEVICES: All stages of the amplifier ore 

protected against overloading and/or overdriving. The driver 
input is protected by grid leak biasing. An anode dissipation 

limiter is utilized to protect the PA from excessive dissipation. 



The PA tube and plate supply ore protected from current 
overload by a fast acting relay. A reflected power detector 

is used to unkey the amplifier and trigger cm “excessive SWR” 
alarm. This protects the final stage against the effects of on 

SWR which exceeds 3:l. 

ENCLOSURE: The entire ATL-10 linear amplifier is contained 

in a single enclosure measuring 40” wide, 69” high and 27” 

deep. The power supply is designed for immediate access 
from the front to all components. The servo control drawer 

is removable from the front panel and can be serviced while 

the amplifier is operating. The driver amplifier is also remov- 
able as a module for bench servicing. The final grid compart- 

ment (II well os the final amplifier comportment are enclosed 
in air tight, RF tight enclosures, in which the cover panels may 

be removed for direct access. 

COOLING: The air for cooling the ATL-10 amplifier is nor- 
mally brought in through o filtered intake at the front or 

back of the cabinet. A blower forcer the air up through the 

driver plenum, and into the power amplifier compartment. 
The majority of the air flows directly through the 8171/4CX- 

10,OOOD. The remainder of the air is used to circulate through 
the PA compartment. All air is exhausted horizontally at the 

top rear of the cabinet. The ATL-1OA has a front air intake, 

and the ATL-106 has a rear air intake-otherwise the two 
amplifiers are identical. 

10 kW Automatically Tuned ISB HF Transmitter-Star-10 



1000 Watt ISB HF Transmitter 

MODEL ST-IA 
A continuous duty sideband transmitter, the ST-IA is conser- 

vatively rated at 1000 watts CW CII well as PEP. Powers up 
to 1500 watis (50% overload) mcly be handled on an inter- 

mittent basis without damage to the equipment. The ST-IA is 
continuously tunable over the entire 2 to 32 MHz range. All 

tuning can be accomplished in less than two minutes by means 
of convenient front panel controls. 

Designed for operation on any one of 10 crystal controlled 
channels, with all tuning accomplished by only seven front 
panel controls and one band switch. The ST-1A will transmit 

USE, LSB, ISB, AME, CW, MCW and FSK with adapter. Third 
order distortion products ore at least 35 dB below the level 

one tone of a two-tone test. At maximum power, each of the 
two independent sidebands has •I full 6 kHz capability. 

Easy access to all components is assured with modular and 
tilt-over slide out construction used in the compact ST-lk 

Maximum attention has been given to efficient cooling for 
the entire transmitter. 

Exceptional frequency stability has been achieved by using 

(t crystal oven containing a transistorized master frequency 
oscillator. Generator stability of two parts in 1O-7 is ap- 

proached clt 32 MHz. Data and teletype tone transmission is 
possible since absolute drift never exceeds 8 Hz at any point 

in the operating spectrum. 

A directional coupler and meter are provided in the ST-1A 

as standard equipment for power indications. Gates direc- 
tional watt meter uses two separate circuits to measure for- 

ward and reflected RF power in the 50 ohm transmission line. 



3000 Watt ISB HF Transmitter 

MODEL ST3A 

Gates offers on IS6 transmitter with unexcelled performonce 
for high frequency communications service in either fixed 

station or transportable operation. Conservatively rated at 
3000 watts overage os well os 3000 watts PEP, the STJA 

transmitter provides SSB, ISB, AME, CW, MCW, and FSK 
modes of operation. 

The ST-3A is o complete transmitter consisting of the SG-70 
ISB Exciter, power amplifier and solid state power supply, 

all in one extremely accessible cabinet. 

Designed for operation on ony one of 10 crystal controlled 

frequencies, all tuning is accomplished by only six front panel 
controls and one channel selector covering the 2 to 30 MHz 

frequency range. 

Mode switches select operation on upper, lower or both side- 

bands. At maximum power, each of the two independent 
ridebonds has o full 6 kHr copobility. Flat crystal filter re- 
sponse provides the capability of effectively multiplexing four 

3 kHz chonnelr for voice and teletype communications. Third 

order distortion products ore ot least 40 dB below the level 
of one tone of a two tone test. 

The ST-3A transmitter has been designed to provide accurate 

and rapid tuning. A compact and efficient turret tuner is used 
to switch each of the 10 crystal controlled positions into one 

of the 15 frequency bonds. This permits tuning the transmitter 
to o pre-logged frequency, usually within one minute, and 

at widest extremes, no more than two minutes. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
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1000 Watt HF Linear Amdifier 

,i 

MODEL HFL-1000 

Gates HFL-1000 Linear Amplifier at 1000 watts PEP or 1000 
watts CW is the smallest, completely self-contained amplifier 

in its power class. It features 90’ tilt type slide mounting for 
the amplifier and a slide-out power supply which provides 

complete front panel servicing. Air intake is at the rear of 
the unit. The amplifier exhaust is on top, and the power sup- 

ply exhaust is in the rear. The amplifier is designed to op- 
erate between 2.0 and 32 MHz and is capable of ony type 

emission not exceeding its power and bandwidth capabilities. 
The final amplifier is operated class AB, ot oil times. 

Ample metering is employed in the HFL-1000 linear amplifier 
to facilitate tuning and maintenance. A directional coupler 

with meter is provided os standard equipment for measuring 
forward or reflected power. The amplifier con be tuned and 

loaded to full rated output on any operating frequency, using 
only front panel controls. Tuning is continuous over the entire 

range without changing components. No air capacitors ore 
used for tuning or loading. Loading is accomplished with band 
switched ceramic copocitors and a variable vacuum capacitor. 

Silicon rectifiers ore used in all power supplies. 
The amplifier and power supply may be mounted in any 

standard 19” relay rock, or in on optional cabinet. 
The amplifier and power supply are manufactured for o 
wide range of temperature ond humidity conditions and con 

be operated at altitudes up to 10,000 feet above SW level 

on o continuous basis. 

St~;dmplifier, 12W’ high I 19” wide. Power supply, 8%” high x 19” 

WEIGHT: 280 Ibr. net; 350 Ibr. export pocked. Cuboge: 8 cubic fee+. 

~ -..- _ _. . . . 
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3000 Watt HF Linear Amplifier 

MODEL HFL-3000 

The Gates HFL-3000 linear amplifier is rated at 3000 watts 

CW/PEP, and is designed to operate between 2 and 30 MHz. 

It features continuously variable tuning over the entire range 

and may be excited by any suitable generating equipment 

delivering 100 mW of power into 50 ohms. Any type of emis- 

sion no+ exceeding the amplifier power output or bandwidth 

ratings is possible. 

Important where compoctnesr is desired, such cts in multi- 

transmitter operations or portable installation, the total size 

of the 3000 watt unit, including self-contained power supply, 

is only 72” high, 22” wide, and 24” deep. Designed for op- 

eration ot altitudes up to 10,000 feet on a continuous basis. 

The power amplifier operates class AB, for all modes of emir- 

rion. A 4CX3000A power t&rode is used as the final ampli- 

fier of the HFL-3000. The amplifier may be quickly tuned 

and loaded to full rated output at any operating frequency 

between 2.30 MHz by front panel controls. RF feedback is 

employed. A directional coupler and meter ore provided as 

standard equipment for measuring either forward or reflected 

power. 

The Gates HFL-3000 RF linear amplifier may be remote con- 

trolled through its normal start-stop functions up to nominal 

distances of several hundred feet. 
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Transmitter Control 

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Transmitter control consoles ore designed for use with ony 
A”DlO INPUTS: Three 600 ohm ch.nnsb provided with line isol.+i.m ,..a”,. 

former.. 

medium wove or short wave transmitter to provide a conven. 

ient and centralized “control center” to operate the trans. 

miner. Gates con design and build consoles for high powered 

50 kW or 100 kW transmitters, or for any special application, 

EXTENDED CONTROL AND METERING PANELS 

Gates extended control and metering panels are designed to 

extend basic transmitter meter readings and control functions 
of o Gates transmitter from o room housing the transmitter 

to another room in the building. Interconnection over o reo- 
sonable distance between the panel and transmitter con be 
accomplished through the use of o multi-conductor cable. All 

units are standard 19.inch width for convenient rock mounting. 

Metering is accomplished by three easy-to-read 4.inch me- 

ters. Plate voltage and plate current indications oppeor on 
separate meters. The third meter is used for indiidting RF 

Amperes for an AM transmitter or RF output in kW for an 
FM transmitter. As remote meter sampling kits are included 
(II standard items in current Gates transmitters, metering is 

easily accomplished. For AM transmitters the Gates M-6112 
diode units should be added for indication of RF Amperes. 
The M-6112 is described on page 71. 

Control of transmitter filament and plate is facilitated through 
switches located below the meters. To comply with FCC reg- 
ulations on additional switch is provided to activate o power 

raise/lower function. For some Ah+ transmitters a motor- 
rheostat assembly is required-these units are described on 

oaae 71. 
” 

Ample space is provided on the panel so that CI station can 

add additional switching or control functions, such as o stereo 

on-off switch. 
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20,000 Watt HF Broadcast Transmitter 

MODEL HFdOB 

This remarkable transmitter, field proven in over 16 different 
countries, represents the ultimate in 20 kW high frequency 

transmitter performance. It is designed for continuous 24- 
hour-a-day operation in all parts of the world, including 

areas with tropical climates. 
Air cooled and employing high level plate modulation, the 

HF-206 is tunable over the entire frequency spectrum between 

4 and 22 MHz. 

FAST TUNING: Once the frequency band is selected, tmns- 

mitter tune-up can be made within one minute from front 

panel controls. Except for the final tank coil, all circuits are 
continuously variable and front pcmel tuned between 4 MHz 

and 22 MHz. Changing of the final tank coil, which sets on 
a sliding carriage in the PA tank frame assembly, is speedily 
accomplished. Five coils me supplied for full 4-22 MHz cov- 

erage. Counter type controls read to l/10 turn to permit 
accurate logging of all tuned circuits and quick return to any 

previously employed frequency. 

RADIO FREQUENCY AND AUDIO SECTIONS: A tv,o.str,ge 

radio frequency exciter unit incorporates switching positions 
for four crystals and input provisions for an external VFO 
or frequency shift keyer. The 6146 straight amplifier or dou- 

bler stage is followed by two type 4.250A tubes which pro- 

vide an abundance of RF drive to the final amplifier. Four 
3X25OOF3 triodes operate push-pull parallel in the power 

output stage. A superb audio system consisting of four stages, 
all push-pull, is employed in the HF-206. Four type 3X3OOOFl 

triodes operating push-pull are used as Class 6 modulators. 

OUTPUT COUPLING: To accommodate a wide variety of 

transmission lines, o balanced matching output network is 
incorporated, using series variable coils and parallel variable 

v~lcuum capacitors designed to match 300 to 800 ohm resis- 
tive balanced lines (500 ohms, with VSWR 1.7 to 1). Both 

variable coils and capacitors have counter type tuning con- 
trols for accurate logging. (A 50 ohm unbalanced output is 

also available on special order). 
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20,000 Watt HF Broadcast Transmitter-HF-20B 

POWER SUPPLIES: Five maior power supplies deliver plate 

and bias voltages to the HF.206 transmitter. To assure greater 
reliability and better regulation, separate high voltage sup 

plier are used for the modulator and power amplifier. 

RELAYS AND PROTECTION: Magnetic AC contactorr are 
inserted in all main primary liner. All major tubes are pro- 

tected by individual supervisory overload relays. Protection 

devices included for door interlock and air failure. 

MODEL HF-206X: 

scribed herein, but 
This model may be 

tionr, telegraph, or 

Identical to the HF-206 transmitter de- 
has 400 word per minute keyer added. 

used for broadcasting, voice communica- 
with optional frequency shift keyer. 

MODEL HF-20CX: The audio frequency response is for voice 

only in this model; otherwise it is the same as the HF90BX, 
including keyer and provision for FSK. Audio response is 

rated 200-3.500 Hz -c3 db. 



10,000 Watt High Frequency Broadcast Transmitter 

MODEL HF-1OB 

HF.IOCX 6150 lb.. domestic pocked 
6360 Ibr. expti packed 
523 CU. ft. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
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